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Statements and opinions expressed in the articles and communications herein are those of the author(s) and not necessarily those of the Editor(s), Society, or publisher, and the Editor(s), Society, and publisher disclaim any responsibility or liability for such material.

Article Classifications
At the discretion of the Editor-in-Chief, submissions may be accepted for either print or online publication. Case Reports and Images in Cardiology papers are generally published online only. Word-count limits (see below) generally refer to all elements of the article, including the abstract, acknowledgements, references, tables, and figure legends.
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The guidelines will follow those for original articles if the manuscript describes the development of a specific new technique or method (see Original Articles in Article Classifications section). If the article is a review of a method(s) used, it will follow guidelines for review articles (see Review Articles in Article Classifications section). These articles are generally invited, but the editors will also consider author-initiated submissions.

CCS Guidelines and Position Statements are definitive positions taken by CCS-mandated committees on areas of clinical importance for which there is a need of guidance on diagnostic and therapeutic management. The word limit is generally 10,000 words for CCS Guidelines and 6,000 words for Position Statements, including all elements (title page, abstract, text, references, tables, and figure legends). Additional materials can be included as Online Supplementary Materials (see below). Additional options for publication of more extensive documents that must be approved prior to submission are: 1) publication of the Executive Summary in the print journal with the full document available as an externally funded journal supplement, which will generally be industry-sponsored (see guidelines for CJC supplements at www.onlinecjc.ca); 2) exceptionally, a series of papers in a theme issue of the Journal. If funds available are sufficient for typesetting but not printing, the full document can be published online. In some instances for which the size and focus of a series of guidelines papers can be accommodated in a specific appropriate theme issue of the CJC, option 2) may apply. In case of doubt, the authors should consult directly with the Editor-in-Chief. All CCS Guidelines and Position Statements published in CJC should have an unstructured 250-word abstract. Because of the extensive review that CCS Guidelines and Position Statements undergo at the level of the Secondary Review Panel and the CCS Guidelines Committee, these papers will generally be reviewed by the Editor-in-Chief and his/her designate rather than being sent to external peer-reviewers.

Guidelines and Position Statements from other societies and groups. These must deal with an issue of interest in cardiovascular medicine and can be considered for publication in CJC based on scientific merit and pertinence to the mission of CJC. The word limit is 6,000 words including all elements (title page, abstract, text, references, tables, and figure legends). Additional materials can be included as Online Supplementary Materials (see below). Additional options for publication of more extensive documents that must be approved prior to submission are: 1) publication of the Executive Summary in the print journal with the full document available as an externally funded journal supplement, which will generally be industry-sponsored (see guidelines for CJC supplements at www.onlinecjc.ca); 2) publication of the full article in print with printing costs (established by the CJC publisher Elsevier in consultation with CCS) defrayed by the submitting society or body. In case of doubt, the authors should consult directly with the Editor-in-Chief. All Guidelines and Position Statements published in CJC should have an unstructured 250-word abstract. Depending on the internal review process that these Guidelines and Position Statements undergo (e.g., Secondary
Review Panel, etc), these papers may be reviewed by the Editor-in-Chief and his/her designate rather than being sent to external peer-reviewers. The final decision on review process will be made by the Editor-in-Chief, based on information provided at submission.

**Co-publication with other journals of Guidelines and Position Statements.** In general, *CJC* does not favor co-publication. In instances in which another society or organization is involved intimately and officially with CCS in elaboration of the Guidelines or Position Statements, co-publication will be considered. In such instances, agreements regarding co-publication should be made by the parties concerned (CCS, *CJC*, and other participating societies/journals) at the onset of Guidelines/Position Statement committee deliberation.

**Case Reports** must be informative to those in clinical practice. Case Reports should address uncommon presentations and/or treatments of common conditions, provide new insights into pathogenesis, or represent a newly recognized condition. The author(s) should provide sufficient literature review to place the report into context. No more than 5 references and 2 figures will be accepted, and the length should not exceed 1,000 words including all elements (title page, abstract, text, references, tables, and figure legends). An abstract of no more than 100 words should accompany the article and a 60-word summary should be provided for online listing. **For all Case Reports, conclude the Abstract and Discussion with a concise statement of the Novel Teaching Point(s) emerging from the case.**

**Images in Cardiology** papers demonstrate particularly insightful images used in the detection of cardiovascular disease. The imaging modality may be old or new. The text of submissions for this section should be limited to that necessary to describe the context and importance of the image(s) and should not exceed 500 words including all elements (title page, text, references, and figure legends). No more than 5 references and 2 figures will be accepted. No abstract should be included, but a 60-word summary (not included in word-count limit) should be provided for online listing. **For all Images in Cardiology manuscript, conclude the text with a concise statement of the novel element(s) or teaching point(s) that the image report adds to the literature.**

In general, both Case Reports and Images in Cardiology are published online only. If the authors cannot include all materials they would like to make available within the word count/figure limits, additional figures, tables, text, etc. can be provided in a Supplementary Material section (see below).

**Journal News and Commentary** papers are short non-scholarly papers that comment on the state of the journal or an issue. For example, this would include brief Forewords to supplement issues or comments by the editor about progress of the journal, new features being planned, changes to policies, etc. Such papers are limited to a maximum of 1,200 words and 5 references. They do not normally have display items, but a maximum of 1 figure or table can be included in exceptional cases to make specific points in a clearer fashion. No abstract or summary are to be included.

**Training/Practice** papers present information of interest to practitioners, such as practical technical and patient management instruction or matters relating to health policy and promotion, as well as guidelines for Canadian cardiovascular training programs. These papers are primarily intended for guidance in practice, health promotion and/or training and are not detailed scholarly items--scholarly analyses should be submitted in the appropriate category (Clinical Research, Systematic Review/Meta-analysis, Review papers, Translational Medicine, or Viewpoint). The text of submissions for this section should be no more than 1,500 words. No more than 5 references and 2 display items (figures and/or tables) will be accepted. An unstructured abstract of no more than 250 words should accompany the article, and a 60-word summary should be provided for online listing. Submissions are divided into 3 subsections: 1) Contemporary Issues in Cardiology Practice, which will highlight issues of relevance to clinical practice in the face of rapidly-advancing technologies and new medical knowledge, 2) Training in Cardiovascular Medicine and Research, which deal aspects relevant to cardiovascular clinical and research training programs, and 3) Health Policy and Promotion, which deal with matters relating to health policy and promotion.

**Translational Medicine** articles are generally invited, but unsolicited articles are also welcome. This section is intended to present reviews or meta-analyses dealing with novel scientific findings or concepts with important clinical relevance or application. Areas of potential application include (but are not limited to) physiology, pharmacology, molecular biology, genetics, genomics, pharmacogenomics, population science, etc. Word length and other guidelines are the same as for Review articles.
Brief Rapid Reports are brief papers reporting the results of clinical or basic research that is limited in scope but time-sensitive and of unusual interest. Articles for this section will receive rapid editorial attention, with a decision generally provided within 2 weeks of submission, rapid (within 6 weeks of acceptance) online publication, and print publication in the next available issue. Papers submitted for this section will be accepted with at most minor revision. If major revision is needed, the paper will subsequently fall into the Original Papers category. The submission cover letter should explain why the article is considered appropriate for this category. Maximum length is 3,000 words (including title page, abstract, text, references, tables, and figure legends; but excluding Brief summary), with a 100-word abstract and a maximum of 3 illustration items (figures plus tables). A 60-word Brief Summary should be provided for online listing.

Letters to the Editor may deal with any subject of current interest to cardiovascular medicine. If the subject concerns a recent publication in CJC, the letter will normally be forwarded to the authors for comment. Both the letter and the response may be edited for clarity or brevity. Letters should not exceed 400 words, with no more than 4 references and 1 figure or table. Conflict of interest guidelines apply.
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Green open access
Authors can share their research in a variety of different ways and Elsevier has a number of green open access options available. We recommend authors see our open access page for further information. Authors can also self-archive their manuscripts immediately and enable public access from their institution's repository after an embargo period. This is the version that has been accepted for publication and which typically includes author-incorporated changes suggested during submission, peer review and in editor-author communications. Embargo period: For subscription articles, an appropriate amount of time is needed for journals to deliver value to subscribing customers before an article becomes freely available to the public. This is the embargo period and it begins from the date the article is formally published online in its final and fully citable form. Find out more.
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Please write your text in good English (American or British usage is accepted, but not a mixture of these). Authors who feel their English language manuscript may require editing to eliminate possible grammatical or spelling errors and to conform to correct scientific English may wish to use the English Language Editing service available from Elsevier's Author Services.

Studies on patients or volunteers require ethics committee approval and informed consent, which should be documented in the paper. Appropriate consents, permissions and releases must be obtained where an author wishes to include case details or other personal information or images of patients and any other individuals in an Elsevier publication. Written consents must be retained by the author and copies of the consents or evidence that such consents have been obtained must be provided to Elsevier on request. For more information, please review the Elsevier Policy on the Use of Images or Personal Information of Patients or other Individuals, https://www.elsevier.com/patient-consent-policy. Unless you have written permission from the patient (or, where applicable, the next of kin), the personal details of any patient included in any part of the article and in any supplementary materials (including all illustrations and videos) must be removed before submission.

If experimental animals are used, provide a statement in the text to indicate that all procedures followed were approved by an institutional animal research ethical review board. (This is a requirement for such studies to be published in the CJC). If human subjects are involved, the text must indicate that all gave informed consent and that the protocol was approved by the institutional human research ethics review committee.
Submission
Our online submission system guides you stepwise through the process of entering your article details and uploading your files. The system converts your article files to a single PDF file used in the peer-review process. Editable files (e.g., Word, LaTeX) are required to typeset your article for final publication. All correspondence, including notification of the Editor's decision and requests for revision, is sent by e-mail.

Submit your article
Please submit your article via https://www.editorialmanager.com/CJC/.
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Use of word processing software
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